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ABSTRACT
Frequent item set mining, which is the essential
operation in association rule mining, is one of the most
widely used data mining techniques on massive datasets
nowadays. With the dramatic increase on the scale of
datasets collected and stored with cloud services in
recent years, it is promising to carry this computationintensive mining process in the cloud. Amount of work
also transferred the approximate mining computation
into the exact computation, where such methods not only
improve the accuracy also aim to enhance the efficiency.
However, while mining data stored on public clouds, it
inevitably introduces privacy concerns on sensitive
datasets.
In this paper a framework is proposed, where
data is stored in trusted public cloud in an encrypted
format and performed mining process to extract the
association rules. CSP (client service provider sends the
extracted rules to data users. Here data is secured by
applying homomorphic encryption schemes. Since to
maintain privacy noise is added to the data. A Enhanced
apriori algorithm is proposed which is applied on large
dataset without losing its efficiency and accuracy. The
overhead of fictitious data [35] is to reduce so that the
algorithm works more efficient on large datasets.
Keywords: Frequent item set mining, secured privacy
preserving, cloud computing.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the raise of big data, data mining has become one
of the most emerging techniques for data analytics on
massive datasets. As one of the fundamental operations
in association rule mining, frequent itemset mining,
plays a signiﬁcant role in market prediction[1], intrusion
detection[2], network trafﬁc management [3]and web

analysis[4]. Speciﬁcally, given a transaction database,
where each tuple in this database is denoted as a
transaction, frequent itemset mining is able to discover
popular item sets and their potential interesting
connections from this transaction database. For instance,
Netﬂix or RedBox can perform frequent item set mining
to discover whether people watched Fast and Furious
will also watch Mission Impossible. In order to
recommend new-release movies to costumers. The easy
accesses and low prices of public cloud services can
signiﬁcantly save mining costs on massive datasets.
More importantly, since large-scale data from multiple
and variable data sources (e.g., millions of users and
devices) are collected by cloud services, such as Google,
mining on cloud data can also dramatically improve the
accuracy and effectiveness of mining. On the other hand,
since many datasets collected by cloud services are
sensitive, such as locations, medical record sand
ﬁnancial data, mining these conﬁdential data inevitably
brings important privacy issues. For example, a curious
service provider can easily reveal conﬁdential data in a
transaction database while users and miners would like
to keep the data in private during the entire mining
process. In order to preserve privacy of frequent itemset
mining in public cloud services, some randomizationbased approaches [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] have been
proposed.
Unfortunately,
randomization
based
approaches dramatically scarify the accuracy and utility
of frequent itemset mining with limited privacy
guarantee1. Movinga step forward, Yi et al. [10] recently
proposed a privacy-preserving frequent itemset mining
protocol in public clouds, where all the encrypted
transactions are centralized to the cloud and miners
delegate all the mining tasks to the cloud. However, to
enable frequent itemset mining, this work requires n
(where n ≥ 2) aided semi-honest servers(besides the
cloud server storing data)to perform distributed
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decryption during the evaluation on encrypted data.
Moreover, the need of these additional n aided semihonest servers slows down the running time of frequent
itemset mining, and introduces huge interactions and
communication overheads.
In this I propose a framework where association rule
mining service is outsourced to cloud service provider.
The data owner sends the encrypted data to store in the
public cloud. Data owner also stores the information
about the fiction records [18]. The cloud performs
mining on the encrypted data and sends results to the
data owner. A cloud-aided privacy-preserving frequent
itemset mining solution for partitioned databases, which
is then used to build a privacy-preserving association
rule mining solution. Both solutions are designed for
applications where data owners have a high level of
privacy requirement. The solutions are also suitable for
data owners looking to outsource data storage – i.e. data
owners can outsource their encrypted data and mining
task to a semi-trusted (i.e. curious but honest) cloud in a
privacy preserving manner.
The contributions of this paper are
1. This paper proposes a homomorphic encryption
scheme
to
facilitate
secure
outsourced
computations of supports/ confidences, as well as
a secure outsourced comparison scheme for
comparing supports/confidences with thresholds.
The scheme only requires modular additions and
multiplications, and is more efficient.
2. Enhanced apriori algorithm is used to extract
frequent item sets and association rules.
3. The data user receives the rules in encrypted
format and decrypts them. The fictitious records
are identified and removed by the authorized data
user.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Frequent itemset mining
Apriori algorithm is the originality algorithm of Boolean
association rules of mining frequent item sets, raised by
R. Agrawa and R. Srikan in 1994. The core principles of

this theory are the subsets of frequent item sets are
frequent item sets and the supersets of infrequent item
sets are infrequent item sets.
The algorithm is used to find out all the frequent item
sets. In the first iteration, item set A directly constitutes
the first candidate item set C1. Assume that
A={a1,a2,…,am}, then C1={{a1},{a2},…,{am}}. In the
Kth iteration, firstly, the candidate item set Ck of this
iteration emerges according to the frequent item set Lk-1
found in the last iteration. (The candidate item set is the
potential frequent item set and is the superset of the K1th frequent item set. Item set with k candidate item sets
is expressed as Ck, which was consisted by k frequent
item sets Lk .) Then distribute a counter which has a
initial value equals to zero to ever item set and scan
affairs in database D in proper order. Make sure every
affairs belongs to each item sets and the counter of these
item sets will increase. When all the affairs have been
scan, the support level can be gotten according to the
actual value of |D| and the minimum support level of the
certain Ck of the frequent item set. Repeat the process
until no mew item occurs. [4] The algorithm includes
two key processes: connecting step and pruning step.
Connecting step: in order to get Lk , connect Lk-1 with
itself. Set this candidate as Ck and assume L1 and L2 are
the item sets of Lk-1. Li[j] is the jth item of Li . Assume
the affairs and items of the item set are in the dictionary
order. Execute the connection Lk-1Lk-1, in which the
elements of Lk-1, L1 and L1, are connectable, if they
have the same first (k-2)th items. Research of an
Improved Apriori Algorithm in Data Mining Association
Rules Jiao Yabing Market basket analysis Static data
association rules mining Agrawal,1993 Frequent closed
itemsets mining Pasquier 1991 Maximu m frequent
itemsets mining Bayardo, 1998 Fuzzy associati on rules
mining Srikant, 1996 Uncertai n data mining based on
Frequent Itemsets Mining Agarwal, 2009 International
Journal of Computer and Communication Engineering,
Vol. 2, No. 1, January 2013 25 That is, the elements of
Lk-1, L1 and L1, are connectable, if (L1[1]=L2[1]) 
(L1[2]=L2[2])  ……(L1[k-2]=L2[k-2])  (L1 [k-
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1]=L2[k-1]). The requirement of (L1[k-1] <L2[K-1])
simply assure no repetition.
B. Secure privacy preserving.
Paillier Encryption.
Paillier Encryption is an additively homomorphic
encryption proposed by Paillier [33]. In this paper, we
mainly focus on its additive homomorphism, which
means it can compute a new ciphertext of plaintext (m1
+ m2) based on the two ciphertexts of plaintext m1 and
m2 without revealing the plaintexts. Speciﬁcally, •
Given [m1] and [m2], we can compute [m1 + m2] =
[m1]· [m2]. • Given [m1] and a plaintext α, we can
compute [α·m1] = [m1]α. where [m] describes the
Paillier ciphertext of a plaintext m. More details of
construction of Paillier encryption can be found in [33].
BGN Encryption. Boneh-Goh-Nissim
(BGN) encryption is a somewhat homomorphic
encryption, which was proposed by Boneh et al. [34].
With the homomorphic property, it can compute an
arbitrary number of additions and also one multiplication
on encrypted data. Speciﬁcally, we have • Given ∥m1∥
and ∥m2∥, compute ∥m1 + m2∥ = ∥m1∥⊙∥m2∥ • Given
∥m1∥ and ∥m2∥, compute ∥m1 ×m2∥ =
∥m1∥⊗∥m2∥where∥m∥representstheBGNciphertextofap
laintextm,⊙and⊗ denote the corresponding operations
in the ciphertext domain. More construction details of
BGN can be found in [34]. We will use Paillier and
BGN respectively for evaluating inner products with
different privacy requirements, which essentially leads to
secure association rule mining. Understanding the
homomorphic properties of these two primitives will be
sufﬁcient to follow the design of our protocols. The
details and security proofs of Paillier and BGN can be
found in [33] and [34] respectively
C. Cloud computing
The cloud computing system provides the
service for the user and has the character of high
scalability and reliability. The resource in the cloud

system is transparent for the application and the user do
not know the place of the resource. The users can access
your applications and data from anywhere. Resources in
cloud systems can be shared among a large number of
users. The cloud system could improve its capacity
through adding more hardware to deal with the increased
load effectively when the work load is growing. Cloud
resources are provided as a service on an as needed
basis. The cloud itself typically includes large numbers
of commodity-grade servers, harnessed to deliver highly
scalable and reliable on-demand services. The amount of
resources provided in the cloud system for the users is
increased when they need more and decrease when they
need less. The resource can be the computing, storage
and other specification service. The cloud computing is
seen as the important change of information industry and
will make more impact on the development of
information technology for the society. The majority of
cloud computing infrastructure currently consists of
reliable services delivered through data centre that are
built on servers with different levels of virtualization
technologies. The services are accessible anywhere in
the world, with The Cloud appearing as a single point of
access for all the computing needs of consumers. The
cloud computing changed the style of software. The data
can be stored in the cloud system and the user can use
the data in any time and in anywhere.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
a. System Model
As Shown in the Fig.1 the data owner can send data to
CSP in encrypted form by some fictitious records added
in order to maintain privacy from cloud. For CSP it will
be difficult to identify the original records. The miner
can send the query in plaintext or cipher which CSP will
apply the enhanced Apriori algorithm to get association
rules. These rules are sent to data owner/user who
decrypt the results and removes noise i.e., fictitious
records from the received dataset. The expected
performance of the model will be improvised than [36]
as the overhead of noise is reduced and the mining
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algorithm applied will also give same performance on
the larger dataset too.

number of CPU to reduce execution time of frequent
pattern mining.

b. Objectives
 The expected model maintains privacy and
security among the data from third party users.


Reduces overhead of noise



Enhanced apriori algorithm works on larger
dataset efficiently.

d. Performance results:

Time

Min support
This is the expected performance of proposed system
where there is no difference between the [36] and the
former one. Even though the size of the data base is
increased the cost of parallelism is added with same
efficiency.

4. CONCLUSION

Fig 1. Secured mining on cloud storage
c. Implementation
As proposed in [37] the above mobel can be
used by parallel processing. This is implemented by
distributed the cloud storage among the systems and
applying the apriori algorithm parallely and assembling
the results from different systems and sending them to
the client. This parallelism is because of increasing size
in data and to improve the performance of apriori. The
apriori algorithm basically suggestable for limited
storage datasets. But in this case even though there is a
increase in size parallelism can be applied.
Parallelization of association rule mining algorithms is
an important task in data mining to mine frequent
patterns from transaction databases. These algorithms
either distribute database horizontally or increase

In this research proposal, frequent itemset mining on
encrypted data with reducing overhead of noise is
expected to work better on larger dataset. Apriori
algorithm is enhanced to work better on even more large
datasets. When the data is outsourced the privacy also
preserved by encrypting the data before sending it to
cloud.
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